Port Adelaide Bicycle User Group (the ‘PortBUG’).
To:

Cycling Strategy - Department for Infrastructure & Transport.
dit.CommunityRelations@sa.gov.au

31st March, 2022.
Dear Sir/Mdm,
Please find below comments & recommendations from the Port Adelaide Bicycle User Group in
response to a call for public consultation on the draft 2022-2032 Cycling Strategy for South
Australia.
PortBUG has a long & positive record of participation in both local & state-wide bicycle planning. In
cooperation with Bike Adelaide (formerly BISA), PortBUG was instrumental in the formulation of
SA’s previous bicycle strategy, ‘Safety in Numbers, 2005-2010’ & we have actively participated in
many state government transport planning activities over the intervening period.
We trust that the comments provided below assist the satisfactory completion of this new Cycling
strategy for South Australia.

Sam Powrie,
Secretary, Port Adelaide Bicycle User Group.
c/25 Coppin Street,
Semaphore.
S.A. 5019.
Ph:
0478514211
E:
portadbug@gmail.com

Web: http://portadbug.org
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Port Adelaide Bicycle User Group (the ‘PortBUG’).
PortBUG: Response to a call for public submissions commenting on a draft 20222032 Cycling Strategy for South Australia.
1.
Summary Statement:
PortBUG strongly supports creation of a new cycling strategy
for South Australia, provision of which is now at least a decade overdue. The State’s previous
cycling strategy expired in 2010 & over the intervening period local government has been left
essentially unsupported & without guidance in designing & building local & ‘joined up’ cycling
networks across Adelaide. The community as a whole has also been left ‘in the dark’ about state
governments intentions for & commitment to bicycle transport! It’s important that this new
Strategy is quite clear as to both purpose & approach, particularly given the 10-year timeline
adopted!
1.1. The Purpose of a Cycling Strategy:
It is essential that this Cycling Strategy be ‘fit for
purpose’! This strategy will be a public document & PortBUG believes that as such, it should serve 3
clear functions, providing:
• A clear vision… of goals & outcomes for the integration of bicycle transport within SA’s
general transport network for the public, members of the Government & DIT & Council staff.
• A convincing rationale… & a strong & sustaining argument for the ambitious & imaginative
development this cycling network and for consistent investment over time, across Council
boundaries & for all stages of network development.
• A comprehensive description & map… illustrating SA’s Cycling Network in its current, ideal
& potential (or projected) form, clearly identifying:
• key destinations (including areas of Adelaide with poor or limited secure bicycle
access)
• existing & potential principal routes & local linkages
• opportunities for public transport integration (& current integration linkages)
• key infrastructure requirements for a comprehensive network (ie; new bikeways,
new ‘bike bridges’, secure bike parking etc)
• measures to support specific network users (including children, older folk & those
less able).
Most importantly, a Cycling Strategy should not simply be an affirmation of ‘business as usual’ or a
plan based on an existing ‘legacy’ pipeline of projects. It needs to present a very clear vision & be a
stepping stone to a new transport future, moving us beyond the limited scope of current ambitions!
Without such a step forward, a new strategy will do little to challenge Adelaide’s outdated focus on
an unsafe road-based network & the ‘drip-fed’ & entirely uncertain funding that has characterized
the last decade of network development.
1.2.
is it:

How do we measure ‘Fit for Purpose’? Does the draft Strategy meet these expectations -

•

Be Sufficiently Ambitious: A Cycling Strategy needs to be ambitious & forward-focused in
anticipating community transportation needs & meeting future challenges, including those of
transport equity, declining community health & reducing the environmental impacts of
transport! It needs to actually map-out a projected cycling network that meets these criteria!

•

Focus on Change-Making: A new strategy needs to push the boundaries of thinking &
accept the main-stream & distinct role of bicycle transport in transport planning &
investment!
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•

Identify Value for the Community:
It needs to clearly express the value of
bicycle use (& Active Travel generally) to the entire community:
healthier travel choices
a safer, more secure & cleaner transport system
a more equitable transport system
increased economic & environmental sustainability
a more resilient transport system in the face of disruption & uncertainties.

•

Support Cycling Development on its Own Terms:
Perhaps most importantly, a new
Cycling Strategy for SA needs support development of a Cycling Network on its own terms &
distinct from that of the existing road network. We should not restrict our development of a
comprehensive bicycle network to painted bike-lanes on the existing road network simply
because the road network is there!

1.3. An Example to Follow?
A good example of such a forward-looking Network Plan would
be Copenhagen’s PLUSnet bike plan, released in 2005 (see below). It graphically illustrated:
• where the projected principal bike routes would take residents across, through & around
their city
• how it would allow them to do this &…
• what development objectives were required.
PLUSnet developed a clear hierarchical network of routes across Copenhagen & introduced a new
lexicon to describe them. It also illustrated the connectivity objectives & opportunities, & the new
infrastructure required. It gave that city & its residents a clear vision of a connected ‘bicycle future’!

Copenhagen’s PLUSnet vision for bicycle development!
2.
What does the Draft Strategy Provide? The draft Strategy does attempt to illustrate a
cycling network for Adelaide & indeed across the State (see below & pages 16 & 17 of the draft
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Strategy). These maps identify routes by name & the timeline for past & future
development. Unfortunately they fail to illustrate:
• where they take residents (ie; their destination, direction & purpose)
• how they connect within the Network
• what gaps or access needs are being addressed.

Comment: Essentially these maps illustrate a record of infrastructure development rather
than a fit-for-purpose, functional network, & to this extent PortBUG finds them quite
inadequate!
2.1.
see?

Effective Network Mapping for Adelaide:

So what network mapping would we like to

The task of building a cycling network across an established & car-dominated city is demanding &
complex & inevitably requires extensive consultation with ‘practiced users’ familiar with the
potential routes available. The annotated map below does not attempt to identify such routemaking opportunities in a practical sense (& it certainly is neither comprehensive nor complete).
However it does attempt to do so notionally, showing:
• currently unmet access & connectivity needs - where projected principal bike routes need to
connect to &…
• the ‘grid spacing’ required.
Comment: Provision of a ‘projected route’ map such as this is what PLUSnet provided for
Copenhagen. It is the ‘first-step’ that we have looked for & not found in this draft Strategy!
Recommendation 1:
That the draft Cycling Strategy provide a map illustrating a
‘projected cycling network’ for Adelaide identifying:
• a suitable ‘grid’ network
• key destinations
• connectivity across the Metro Area.
Web: http://portadbug.org
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Notional grid network of additional Principal Bicycle Routes for Adelaide.
2.2. What should a Principal Bicycle Network look like? PortBUG has argued consistently for
the mapping out & then development of a Principal Bicycle Network for Adelaide, consisting of:
• major ‘trunk’ bicycle routes, ‘Greenways’ & inter-suburban strategic bicycle routes
(Copenhagen called these ‘Cycling Super-Highways’) forming an ‘organising framework’
supporting…
• a more localized grid of intra-suburban active travel routes providing…
• connected, continuous & secure bicycle connectivity & efficient bicycle access to all sectors
of the Adelaide Metro Area.
Within the Adelaide Metro Area we see this trunk-route framework as an ‘encircling web’ or grid,
focused primarily on the Adelaide CBD & made up of:
• radiating routes directing bike traffic to key destination centres &…
• ‘joined up’ linkages or ‘circular’ bikeways at varying distances from the CBD
• additional criss-crossing or ‘tangential’ routes that ‘compensate’ for the specific nature of the
city’s geography, connect to key urban centres & make best use of existing infrastructure.
Web: http://portadbug.org
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Such web or grid-based designs have now been adopted in one form or another for the
development of city-scale cycling networks around the world. They provide for:
• the direct & efficient inter-suburban connectivity bicycle users require while also…
• providing multiple connects to local networks & destinations.
Good examples of ‘web’ or grid-based route hierarchies can be seen in many cities, notably
Copenhagen & Assen (see below).

Web of ‘Green Bike’ Protected Bikeways Planned for Copenhagen.

Primary (red) and secondary (blue) bicycle routes in Assen. Grey lines are mainly residential ‘Cycle Streets’
almost completely free of motor traffic, green are recreational routes. Primary routes are never more than 750
m apart, but note that all the space between them is also available by bike. There are no real gaps in this grid
and it leads right from villages outside the city to the city centre.
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Comment: Our expectation is simply that the draft Strategy should show
Adelaide’s residents how this level of bicycle connectivity can be achieved across
our city!
Although very small in population, Adelaide is in fact one of the world’s larger urban areas, rating
about 350th on a list of the world’s cities by ‘footprint’ size. Demonstration of the level of
connectivity required to turn Adelaide into a ‘cycling city’ requires much more than a simple
‘listing’ of routes & specific infrastructure – it requires a truly functional grasp of connectivity &
destination as seen in the examples below from Newcastle (UK) & Melbourne.

Illustrating projected connectivity for Strategic Cycling Routes, Newcastle, UK.
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Illustrating route types, destinations & connections from Melbourne, Australia.
Recommendation 2:
That the draft Cycling Strategy clearly illustrate the key
destinations that its Principal Bicycle Routes travel to with the cross-city ‘connectivity’
provided.
3.
Design Principles & Physical Separation:
We argue that this draft Strategy should
adopt a clear set of design principles aimed at specific outcomes, & drawn from benchmarked
sources such as ‘8-80 Cities’, ‘Streets for People’ & ‘Universal Design’.
A key principle that emerges from these standards is that of physical separation. We believe that
Adelaide’s Principal Bicycle Network should primarily consist of off-road, physically-separated or
otherwise ‘protected’ full-width bikeways, preferably with separated footpath facilities. It should
utilize such protected facilities to connect suitable traffic-calmed streets where necessary & to give
users convenient access to public transport interchanges with appropriate secure bicycle storage
facilities.
Bicycle users should not be required to travel between adjacent suburbs or urban centres via the
painted, on-road bike lanes that currently dominate our existing network– more secure alternatives
must be provided! We note that research clearly indicates that – to achieve the substantial modalWeb: http://portadbug.org
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shifts & encourage a much greater take-up of day-to-day bicycle use – an Active Travel
Network has to:
• appeal to the great majority in the community who are not current bicycle users!
• cater for an ‘8-80’ age range…
…something that a road-based network of bike lanes cannot do!
Comment: We do not see such principles explained or adopted in the draft Strategy! We do
not find any explanation of or commitment to a comprehensive separated bicycle network in
this draft Strategy.
Recommendation 3:
We recommend that a comprehensive, physically separated
bicycle network be considered as a minimum outcome in this SA Cycling Strategy to ensure
Adelaide’s network meets both world’s best practice & the needs of its residents!
4.
Making a Strategy Work - A 10-Year Outlook?
Any strategy should - by definition outline a program of actions & outcomes. The concluding sentence of this draft strategy states that:
“Following consultation, South Australian government will consider a validated priority list of
potential further investments in infrastructure as part of its annual budget processes.”
This suggests that specific infrastructure projects will be considered on a prioritised basis from
year-to-year over the next decade. Unfortunately there is no explanation in the draft Strategy as to
how such projects will be identified or prioritised, nor any stated commitment to any consultation
processes that might inform the decision making required.
Comment: This is unsatisfactory development strategy. It does not describe a
comprehensive, strategic or adequately informed investment process - a major omission
that simply perpetuates the lack of guidance & the uncertainties of recent years!
Over the last decade there have been many submissions made to State Government & DIT
recommending investment in major Greenway & priority bike route projects. Yet - apart from
delivery of the Mike Turtur Bikeway overpass & planning work for completion of the Gawler and
Grange Greenways - none of these significant projects are mentioned in the draft Cycling Strategy.
Recommendation 4:
Nominations for new Greenways, effective bicycle ‘connections’ &
new priority projects for consideration over the next decade, as well as a map illustrating a
notionally complete Metro Cycling Network should be included in this new Strategy.
Some examples of potential ‘priority projects’ from the PA/E area alone would include:
• development of the Mersey Road Bikeway
• building the Rosewater Loop
• construction of a truly bike-accessible Port CBD (including effective transit of the Outer
Harbor Greenway through the CBD & Waterfront Precinct)
• completion of physically-separated/off-road cycling options on Grand Junction Rd (or
provision of an alternative east-west route)
• installation of new secure 'bike-cage' bike parking at all stations on the Outer Harbor line
• completion of a bikeway to Garden/Torrens Island along the Grand Trunkway at Gilman.
Comment: This identification of potential new routes is not about securing Government
obligation or suborning any prioritization processes - it should be seen as painting a picture
Web: http://portadbug.org
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of a potential ‘cycling future’ for the community. At present this is something the
draft Strategy sorely lacks!
5.
A Cycling Strategy should be more than lines on a map!
Building an effective bike
network requires investment in much more than 'lines on a map'. Secure cycling routes consist of
much more infrastructure than pathways & traffic-calmed streets themselves. Effective bike routes
require investment in all of the major infrastructure items that enable such routes to work in a
functional & accessible manner. These include:
• cyclist-activated road crossings
• replacement of ‘maze’ railway crossings with bike-friendly ‘active’ crossing points
• provision of well-designed & dedicated bike bridges & road underpasses where required
• provision of bikeway lighting & other safety & welfare amenities
• attention to reduced speed limits where the Network requires bicycle users to ‘share the
road’
• provision of significant innovation in traffic management infrastructure where bicycle routes
encounter major roadways & rail reserves (such as significant bike-bridge infrastructure &
adoption of ‘Dutch roundabout’ designs).
Comment: Such infrastructure is well beyond the capacity of Local Government – it is a
State Government responsibility & should be reflected in this draft Cycling Strategy. It will
require a generational shift in our approach to bike planning & investment in South
Australia.
Recommendation 5:
We consider it essential that the key role of State Government in
the design & investment in Adelaide’s Principal Bicycle Network be acknowledged by this
Strategy.
6.
Summarizing our evaluation of the draft Strategy: As a result of the past decade of
directionless & underfunded ‘network development’, Adelaide still has relatively limited &
disconnected bicycle infrastructure with marked inequities in the provision of secure & safe bike
routes & access across the Metro Area. PortBUG believes that not a lot has changed & this lack of a
consistent, committed & suitably scaled vision is again reflected in this draft SA Cycling Strategy!
We note the absence of any explanation of:
• a projected, planned & mapped physical cycling ‘network’ for Adelaide
• key strategies to connect bicycle users to key destinations across the city
• key steps to confront & overcome barriers in existing infrastructure & built environment.
There is - for instance - no attempt to:
• identify areas of the city NOT currently serviced by major ‘trunk’ bikeways (and around
which councils might build more local networks)
• map out the key radial routes, ‘web-connections’ & north- south/east-west ‘grid’ routes
which will be essential if Adelaide is to become a ‘cycling city’.
Without these key elements it’s hard to see this draft strategy providing a guide to network
development nor supporting local government to play its part. Despite the best intentions, it will
inevitably remain focussed on the ‘status quo’ & - at best - the completion of a very limited number
of legacy projects that have already dragged on for years with no certainty of completion. It simply
rationalises an obvious lack of ambition & interest within Government & lacks that lacks the vision
& scope required to really give community bicycle use the support it deserves!
Web: http://portadbug.org
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We note that SA’s current ‘20 Year Infrastructure Strategy (2020)’ recommends that
the State Government develop an active transport strategy:
“that maps an optimal integrated network that supports greater use of walking, cycling
and other forms of active transport for connection between residential and employment
areas for the CBD, inner suburban ring and other key centres across metropolitan
Adelaide, including key rail interchanges and their catchment.
This should be matched to a prioritised program of staged development on key active
transport corridors, where feasible, parallel to rather than on arterial roads to
minimise risks of conflicts.”
The draft Strategy fails to meet these objectives:
• no mapping of ‘an optimal integrated network’
• no illustration of ‘connection between residential & employment areas for the CBD,
inner suburban ring & other key centres…’
• no ‘prioritised program of staged development on key active transport corridors…
rather than on arterial roads…’
There are (for instance) no attempts to identify key destinations across Adelaide – to map out how
bicycle users might be provided with secure routes travelling:
•
•
•
•
•

to the NE or Eastern suburbs (apart from the limited utility, safety & capacity of the Torrens
Linear Park)
from the Adelaide CBD to the start of the Mt Barker Freeway Bikeway
through the Adelaide CBD to get from one major suburban bikeway to another
across the city (east-west & v/v), either to the north or to the south of the CBD
across the city (north-south & v/v), either to the east or the west of the CBD

A suitable ‘network vision’ map might be a further development of that shown on page 10 of
the previous SA bike plan, 'Safety in Numbers'. Utilising a simple white background & a clear
colour key, it should show the current bike network as well as additional routes planned for
the next 10 years. We cannot speak in terms of a ‘Network Plan’ unless we have at least a
notional vision as to how gaps in the current network are to be addressed. The draft Strategy
does not provide such a map!
7.

Summary of Recommendations:

Recommendation 1:
That the draft Cycling Strategy provide a map illustrating a
‘projected cycling network’ for Adelaide identifying:
• a suitable ‘grid’ network
• key destinations
• connectivity across the Metro Area.
Recommendation 2:
That the draft Cycling Strategy clearly illustrate the key
destinations that its Principal Bicycle Routes travel to with the cross-city ‘connectivity’
provided.
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Recommendation 3:
We recommend that a comprehensive, physically
separated bicycle network be considered as a minimum outcome in this SA Cycling
Strategy to ensure Adelaide’s network meets both world’s best practice & the needs of its
residents!
Recommendation 4:
Nominations for new Greenways, effective bicycle ‘connections’ &
new priority projects for consideration over the next decade, as well as a map illustrating a
notionally complete Metro Cycling Network should be included in this new Strategy.
Recommendation 5:
We consider it essential that the key role of State Government in
the design & investment in Adelaide’s Principal Bicycle Network be acknowledged by this
Strategy.
We trust these suggestions will be useful in reviewing the draft 2022-2032 Cycling Strategy for
South Australia.
PortBUG, March, 2022.
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